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building together
“The only way to achieve a good building these days is by working in partnership across the whole construction
sector. It seems to me that Teambuild
is just the right kind of initiative to
encourage our young professionals to
embrace this way of working.”
Sir Nicholas Grimshaw CBE PRA,
Chairman of Grimshaw

..... to Teambuild. Multidisciplinary
teams are challenged to compete in a
simulation of the design and construction process for the development of a
real site.
TeamBuild attracts competitors from major
companies
representing
all disciplines
within our
industry.

The idea for the Competition arose within
the ICE in about 1990 because of poor
communication between the construction
professions aiming to deliver projects for
clients. It is a communication, management and team-working competition, for
some years run under the auspices of the
CIC, with the focus on successful project
delivery, and not exclusively on a
design solution.

WORKING IN
PARTNERSHIP ACROSS
THE WHOLE
SECTOR

Teambuild is
not only a fantastic training event, but
also an unparalleled opportunity to
build networks between young staff
and between different companies.
This year we have a new image, a new
website, logo, new social networking
opportunities and new opportunities for
sponsorship and industry engagement.
Teams that get through the initial prequalification process (a paper-based
submission) are selected to attend the
Finals Weekend in late November each
year. The finals weekend starts with
a masterplan proposal and runs right
through the construction process, finishing with the construction stage of a
major development. The young finalists
need to think, discuss, sketch, design,
compromise, calculate, and then present their work at all stages.

Teams also got the chance to socialise
with one another at formal dinners in the
evenings, and made contacts across
construction that will no doubt be useful to
them in years to come.

TOUGH CHALLENGES!
FEEDBACK WAS
REALLY VALUABLE

Introduction

welcome

by the working committee they presented
time and time again to various judges
developing their confidence, presentation
skills, and ability to think on their feet.

It was originally known
as the Builda-Building
Competition and has been held
annually since 1992 and is supported not only by many of the
professional built environment
institutions but also by the Worshipful
Company of Chartered Architects and the
Worshipful Company of Constructors.
The Competition invites entries from teams
of young professionals aged under 30 at
the end of the year of
the competition. We
support and encourage entries from all
professional across the
Industry .

The Finals Weekend of the 2010
competition, reviewed here, brought
together over 50 young professionals
from 17 top employers, working closely
together for a weekend of unique topquality training.
In 2011 we are looking for new ways
to grow the competition to support the
changing needs of our industry. We look
to partner with others in our Industry:
employers, suppliers, manufacturers and
of course our Institutions, to support the
next generation of Construction Excellence
in these stretched economic times.

Our thanks to the employers who supported their staff members in entering, or in
giving their time to organise the competition this year:
AECOM, Arup, Balfour Beatty, Balfour
Beatty Utility Solutions, BDP,
BDSP Partnership, Capita
Symonds,
Edward
Cullinan
Architects,
Expedition,
Foster + Partners,
Franklin Andrews,
Grimshaw Architects,
Kier, Morgan Sindall Professional
Services, Populous, Rider Hunt, Robert
Dye Associates, Speedy Hire, Treasury
Holdings, Wates, WSP Built Ecology,
Wyatt MacLaren Architects.i

Teambuild 2010
was held on the
19-21st of October at Eynsham
Hall in Oxfordshire. Over fifty
young construction professionals from across the country made
the journey into the countryside having
qualified for the competition through
submitting excellent tendering documents
detailing the skills their team could offer.
Arriving on the Friday afternoon they were
greeted by a host of highly respected
members of the industry acting as judges
and gave presentations to them and
their peers based on a masterplan they
had been asked to produce for the Nirah
project.

Over the course of a fast paced, adrenalin
fuelled few days teams pulled together to
develop parts of the Nirah project all the
way through procurement, detailed design
to construction. Answering questions set

A COMPETITOR’S STORY
The broad range of disciplines that made
up the finalist teams lead to an interesting array of proposals. While some teams
geared towards
design others firmly
stuck to the business case. It allowed
us to consider who
we could take the
strong aspects of
certain presentations
and incorporate it
into our design.

Typically in bid situations you do not have
the opportunity to see the presentations of
your competitors, thus the opening afternoon was an eye opening experience.
The competition weekend was extremely

Background

Teambuild is a unique training event.
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I found that the role playing presentations
were by far the best aspect of the competition. The judges were all highly competent in the roles they played. They used
their extensive knowledge of the construction industry to tackle any cracks they saw
in presentations. across. The feedback
on our individual presentations the judges
gave, both formally and informally, was invaluable. Their comments, based on years
of industry experience, were invaluable.
This made the teambuild weekend better
than any CPD I have attended on presentation skills.

WE ARE ALL
BETTER TEAM
PLAYERS

UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITIES
TO GROW

The competition is
organised by a Charitable Trust. The ‘Teambuild Association’,
incorporated in 2010.
The trust is run by a team of past judges
and participants, volunteering their time
under the Chairmanship of Richard
Rooley.

intensive. The two-hour tasks were
extremely demanding, the timescale
forced us to put any professional differences to one side and focus on achieving
an outcome with our pre-agreed design/
business philosophy. On some occasions
conversations did become heated but we
were left with no choice but to quickly get
it under control. We took the brief moments between each stage to evaluate our
performance as a team and see how we
can build on lessons learnt for the future
stages.
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I was a little sceptical as to what
the competition
could offer but I
was pleasantly surprised
over the course of the
weekend. I now find that
I handle myself differently
in meetings and contribute much more. It has reconfirmed my love
of the design and construction process
and subsequently motivated me to take on
more responsibilities in the management
side of my office.

The Nirah Project
Nirah is an ambitious new project that
aims to promote understanding of the
connection between freshwater and
life.
At its heart will
be the world’s
first freshwater
sanctuary, a unique
resource for conservation, education and science
as much as for
entertainment and
inspiration.

Sponsors

THE STORY OF
OUR DEPENDENCE
ON WATER

TeamBuild 2010 was a success, not
least, in thanks to the generosity of
Ronnie Murning, Jolyon Brewis of Grimshaw Architects, and others, in offering
the Nirah Development to be drawn
upon as this year’s site.

“Teambuild demonstrates that the talent of the
best young professionals bears fruit through
skills, and teamwork.”

“Build your network with Teambuild”

“Teambuild provides a great opportunity for construction professionals to see how collaborative
working can really work for them.”

“The prime source of expertise for sustainable
buildings. The skills fostered by Teambuild raise
competence across the industry.”

Generation 4 Collaboration, the young members
group of Constructing Excellence, supports
Teambuild.

Speedy is the UK’s leading provider of equipment rental and support servicesa and is a
proud sponsor of Teambuild.

“A modern City of London Livery Company for
professionals working in support of the construction industry. “
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Nirah is a development project in South
Bedfordshire that aims to create the
world’s first fresh water sanctuary. Drawing on experience from the Eden Project
and input from widely acclaimed scientists,
construction began in Winter 2010 (after
the competition) on this unique resource
for education, conservation, entertainment
and leisure.
The largest project that has ever featured
in a TeamBuild competition, the world
class facilities at Nirah presented a host of
challenges for competitors. Working with

Teambuild 2011 is looking for
new sponsors. Could you
support our competition,
and get your brand in front
of the next generation of
young professionals?

the surrounding landscape was important,
water management key, and considering the intricacies of phasing a scheme to
allow for areas to become fully functional
whilst construction
works still occurred
really broadened
Teams’ minds.
In the first stage the
Teams were asked
to create a master plan of
the area – no mean feat.
The current plans for Nirah
have gone through multiple
iterations over the course
of years, our teams were given just four
weeks to come up with an interesting and
workable scheme and create a presentation of it to be given
on arrival at the
weekend.

the interface between a luxury hotel and
an adjacent tropical biotope – nearly all
teams picked up how critical the heating
and cooling interface would be, although
they mainly worked on the assumption
that air in the biotope would be both hot
and humid, which will not actually be the
case.
In the procurement round teams were
asked to develop high level risk registers
for the entire project, being encouraged to
take a wider view and identify the key issues that investors would be interested in.
As a young construction professional this
is something you rarely get the opportunity
to do.

Scheme Design
challenged the
teams to draw
on their individual
strengths creating the structure,
services layout,
architectural intent, energy and water
management ideas and plans for the site’s
boutique hotel.

The Construction phase this year was
sponsored by Speedy Hire and saw teams
in hi-vis and hard hats attempting to sell
themselves as successful construction
managers. Judges put teams to the test
with complex
Issues such as
the possibility of
protesters interfering in site works,
landslides due to
heavy rain and
variable soil conditions, and traffic accidents
potentially blocking the
one and only access to the
site. After a tough weekend of competition, teams showed true professionalism
in dealing with these challenges in a calm
and professional manner.

Detailed Design this year focussed on the
teams drawing up a scale section through

Thanks again to the Nirah project team for
allowing us the use of their site data.u

HIGHLY
COLLABORATIVE
WORKING

The Site

The Worshipful Company of Chartered
Architects promote values of the built
environment and pleased to sponsor Teambuild.
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Worshipful Company of Chartered Architects’ judge, PM Ian
Head, presents the prize for Procurement Strategy

Teams use scale construction sets (provided by Speedy Hire)
to illustrate their site strategies to judges in the last stage of
the competition

The top four teams present again to the whole group on
sunday morning, allowing every competitor to see how their
rivals have pitched proposals and dealt with challenges

Chartered Institute of Building Judge, Chris Richards, with CIOB
members from the Winning Team

Judges Patricia Newton (Worshipful Company of Constructors),
Charly Clark (ICE), Chris Northey (CIBSE) and Steve Garside
(Speedy Hire) watch the final presentations

It’s all hands on deck as teams pull together
preparing the 1:20 sections for the Detailed Design challenge
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Liz Green, from the IStructE Educational Trust, and site
representative Ronnie Murning give feedback
to teams
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Synergy OVERALL WINNERS

S-E-S JUDGES’ PRIZE

Synergy impressed the judges with their commitment, teamwork and good humour,
their clear strategy and skilled problem-solving,

Kate Wyatt
CIOB, RICS
Wates

James Clayton
RICS
Wates

logo

Lauren Harris
CIOB, RICS
Wates

logo

logo

Katrina Taylor
CIOB
Wates

logo
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Dave Bucknell
CIOB
Wates

logo

Peter Capron
logo
RIBA
Morgan Sindall
Professional Services

The Judges Prize, awarded to SES for their thoroughly
professional attitude, teamworking, and preparation
throughout the weekend,

Tom Creed
ICE

Kenneth Ma
IMechE

Prayrika Mathur
ICE

Suhail Chohan
APM

Esmond Chua
ICE

Vinno Balakumarasingham
ICE
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BEmore PROCUREMENT WINNERS

carbon 6

The Worshipful Company of Chartered Architects awarded the Procurement Strategy
Prize to BEmore, for an impressive presentation on strategic risk management.

Angela
Crowther
IStuctE, ICE

Alessandro
Maccioni
IStructE, ICE

Robert
Garford
ICE

Momo Hoshijima
AOIA

Anne Marie Byrne
IStructE

Dhaneesh Amerasingam
RTPI

Scott Jenkins
RIBA

Fregal Burke
RICS

David
Woodhead
IMechE, CIBSE

Neil Thompson
CIBSE

Rekha Sabu
RIBA

Satpal Dhangal
CIBSE
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Green Team

KnowNet

Ben Muncey
ICE

Ian Beveridge
ICE

Liane Holmes
CIPS

Ben Woodgate
CIOB

Aaron Wright
RICS

Amanda Lwin
RIBA

Danny Cheung
RICS

Joseph Owens
ICE

Pol Gallagher
RIBA

Peter McMahon
ICE

Maggie Cheung
IHT

Chris McCarthy
CIBSE
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LAGOM

SOURCE

Brendan Sexton
Architecture

Paolo Perugini
ICE

Claire Lloyd
IET

David Richardson
IET

Jonathan Harris
RTPI

Matina Kourkaki
ICE

Paul Goodall
ARB

Ross Harding
Engineer

Tristan More
RIBA

Qiang Zhou
IET

Victoria King
CIWEM

Yuki Tanai
ICE IStructE
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What’s happening in 2011
Keep in touch with Teambuild throughout 2011. Look out for
these key events, and more, on our website and twitter feed.

Register by 11th August!
We will be returning to Eynsham Hall for the 2011 Finals. Nine teams
chosen from the pre-quals will join us from 18-20 November

New-look Website
Our website has had a full overhaul and now has photogalleries from the last five years, links to our sponsors’ website,
testimonials from competitors and information on putting
together your own team for 2011.

Pub Quiz
Test out your consruction Industry general knowledge with our evening
quiz night in the Spring. A great chance to catch up with friends from
previous competitions, and introduce new friends to the Competition.

Seminars
In 2010 we held two seminars on contracts and procurement in
association with Mayer Brown International. We hope to work again
with Richard Craven and others to bring you more in 2011!

...any other ideas?
The Organising Committee of Teambuild are always keen to
hear from others who share our passion for collaboration
in the industry and offer new ways of working with young
professionals.
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The judges
Teambuild would not exist without the ongoing and generous support of our judges and sponsors.
These organisations support Teambuild because it is in investment in young people: the future of
our industry. We are very grateful to the following organisations and individuals for their foresight
and sustained support.

Institution

Representative

IStructE Educational Trust

Liz Green

ICE

Charly Clark

RICS

Anne McCann

CIOB

Chris Richards

CIBSE

Chris Northey

Site Representative

Ronnie Murning

Speedy Hire

Steve Garside

Worshipful Company of Constructors

Patricia Newton, Master

Worshipful Company of Architects

Ian Head, Past Master

HUGE THANKS ALSO to our indefatiguable Organising Team: this year Jen Stables, Jay Shah,
Henry Nicholson and Richard Whitfield assisted the five Trustees, Roger Adcock, Ruth Bailey,
Alex MacLaren, Richard Schofield and our chairman, Richard Rooley.
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Advertising space
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Teambuild UK is proudly sponsored by...

and also supported by...
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